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Abstract
.r

A key ingredient in the establishment of safe life times
for critical components is the means of reliably detect-
ing flaws which may potentially exist. Although current-
ly used NDE procedures are successful in detecting life

" limiting defects,the development of automated and computer
aided NDE technology will permit even greater assurance
of flight safety.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to predict and monitor the useful and safe lifetime of critical

components in turbine engines is a current requirement. A key ingredient in

the procedure for establishing the safe lifetimes for critical components is _he

means of reliably detecting potential flaws which may exist in these components.

As evidenced by component performance, currently used flaw detection procedures

are successfully screening out components with life limiting defects. New

developments in nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technology now being made will

permit the adoption of more strict flaw detection requirements thereby giving

even greater assurance of flight safety. The primary key to this advance in NDE

= technology is the adoption of automation and/or computer aided techniques which

will reduce or eliminate the dependence on human operators for the performance

of NDE procedures. This paper will indicate how these gains are being made by

showing how the sensitivity of inspection is operator dependent and by example

show how the introduction of automation can permit significant improvements in

inspection sensitivity.

A SIMPLE MODEL OF AN NDE SYSTEM

In the simplest easep an inspection syst_n can be described by two distribu-

/ tions - a defect and a noise or false defect distribution, and by two quantities

2 the inspection threshold and the inspection uncertainty. The defect and noise

distributions are simply the number of either present in a given population or the

likelihood of occurrence for a given size defect (indication); both distributions

are usually (but not alnys) monotonically decreasing functions with increasing

d_eet size. The inspection threshold is the discrimination level or decision

/
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point which is set to differentiatebetween defects (indications)of different

sizes. A measure of how well a particular inspectionsystem can make discrimina-

tions is the inspection uncertainty. For example, if a system were sorting a

population of balls into boxes of white ones and boxes of black ones, there would

be nmnerous black balls in the white box and white balls in the black box if the

inspectionuncertaintywere large. If the inspectionwere perfect,with no uncer-

tainty, there would be no alien balls in either box.

It is clear that for an inspectionto perform satisfactorily,that is reliably,

it must have a low inspectionuncertaintyat the inspectionthreshold of interest.

_ Figure i shows schematicallyhow the defect and noise distributionsand the inspec- _'

tion _hreshold and uncertaintywould appear in a typical case.

DETERMINATIONOF INSPECTIONUNCERTAINTY

It is a practical problem of much interestto determine the true proportion of
I

defects of a given size that can be detectedby an NDE system. In particular, one

is usually most interestedin the defect size where the probabilityof detection !

" drops below some critical level. Current convention identifiesreliable inspec- _

tions as those where the probabilityof detection exceeds 90 percent at the inspec-

tion threshold of interest.

. An exact determination of the probability of detection would require a full A
/

knowledge of the statisticaldescription of _he inspectionsystem which only can
a

be obtain_ by making an infinite number of measurements. The best one can do is

to estimate the probability of detection and depending upon the procedure used, one

: _ can make this estimate with e_y degree of confidence. Current convention considers



estimates of the detectionprobabilitywhich have greater than 95 percent confi-

dence level to be acceptable.

During the last five years, the measurement of inspectionreliabilityhas

been one of the major interestsof NDE practitioners. It has been found that

proper measurements of inspectionreliabilityare difficultj expensive and are,

unfortunately,unique only to the specificapplication or case studied. To make

proper measurement of inspectionreliability_one must use: real flaws in real

parts, representativeinspectors,multiple sets of equipment,multiple reference

standards and unbiasedmeasurement techniques. The latter is most difficult of

all. Despite the difficulties,measurementsof minimum flaw sizes with 0.9 pro-

bability of detection at 95 percent confidence have been made for some specialized

cases. Typical results are shown in Figure 2 which summarizes the evaluation of

four different inspection procedures that wore used to find cracks near a fillet

in a round steel bar; as noted above these results apply only to this case. A

detailed scrutiny of these results and others like them show that the chief con-

tributor to the inspection uncertainty is the inspection operator. This is shown,

for example, in Table X which compares the effectiveness of six different operators

performing an eddy current inspection designed to detect small ( O.015" long)

crs_ks in a titani_ component. Analysis of this and other similar experiments

/ suggests that 75 .nercent or more of the source of inspection uncertainty is opera-

tot related. The message is clear - improved, more sensitive inspeetiens may be

had by reducing or eliminating the dependence on human inspection operators.

AUTOMATION - THE OPPORTUNITYF_ IMPROVED NDE

There is a concerted effort in the NDE field to develop automation and c_puter

aided inepeetion techniques. The expressed purpose of +,hese effects is to increase
/d
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inspection sensitivityof the currently used effective inspection systemsby in-

creasing the probability of detection for small defects. This is illustratedin

Fig. 3 which shows that a reduction in inspection uncertainty of an NDE system

lowers the defect size where the probability of detection drops below 90 percent.

This ability to detect smaller defects reliably is an improvement of inspection

sensitivity.

There are many examples which could be used to demonstratehow the intro-

duction of automation will permit improved NDE proceduresbut two which relate

to turbine disks seem to be most appropriate.

- CCMPUTER A_DED INSPECTIONOF NFA_ NET SHAPE DISKS

Fabrication techniques are currentlybeing developed to permit the manufac-
#=

ture of d_sks for gas turbine engines to shapes very close to their final shape.

These near net shape techniques will permit considerable cost savings over the

current techniques. To permit maximum cost savings, near net shape disk preforms
f

• must be only slightly larger than the final shape, thereby requiring improved re-

solution of defects near surfaces. In addition, increased sensitivityto smaller

4efects is required, since the new fabricationtechniqueswill permit the use of

._ / advanced alloys. A primary cost saving in near net fabrication approachesis
/

derived from the eliminationof machining operationsbefore ultrasonic inspection.
A

Accordingly,the advanced inspection syst_ must have the capability of contour

followingnon-regular surfaces while sti:tlmaintaining nore_icy of the ultrasonic

beam, since nea_ net shapes will, as a rule, possess tapered end curved surfaces.

An ultrasonic inspection system for near net turbine disk shapes is currently

under development at P_gA with the support of Air For_e funding. This system is an

I
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automated computer aided inspection system, Fig. 4. It has the ability to sense

and contour follow disk shapes with as-processed surfaces,while requiring only

a minimal pre-knowledgeof the shape under inspectinn. It has high sensitivity

ultrasonicsthat can resolve a 1/64 flat bottomed hole (FBH) 0.050 from the sur-

face.

The inspectionsystem has been configured about a small mini-computer and is

designed to minimize the dependence on human operators. Unlike conventionaldisk

inspection systems, this new system can detect and reoor_ the presence of indica-

tions with sizes much smallex,than those at the inspectionthreshold. This infor-

mation can be ordered into distributionssuch as number vs. size, as shown in

Fig. 5, which can be used to monitor the fabrication process or possibly eventually

could be used to estimatethe statisticallifetime of the part. Being computer

aided, this inspection system can recall at any future time the detailed inspection
/

records for any part if required in the event of a disk service problem. The system

has also been designed to permit the use of selective or variable rejection criteria

that can be tailored to the anticipated local stress levels in the component.
I

The eventual introductionof eo_puter aided and automated technology into pro-

auction inspectionwill permit a more detailed and sensitive inspection of turbine

disks because it has eliminatedthe major sources of operator generated inspection

_ sensitivity. In a_dltion, it offers significant_vantages over conventional

approaches,since it can collect order and store informationbeyon_ that JuDt re-

quired to make go-no-go deeisi_nJ.
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AUTOMATED BOLT AND TIEROD HOLE IITSPECTIONOF DISEH
i i , i i

Occasionallyduring the static ferris wheel testing of disks, _ddy current

inspectxon of bolt holes and tier_i holes is occasionallyperformed along with

'_ the regular wink fluorescentpenetrant inspection. A potential a_vantage of eddy

current testing is that it can be performed in situ and does not require any dis-

mantling of the test apparatus. Unfortunately,most conventional eddy current

inspectionbeing manual inspectionshave larger inspectionuncertaintiesthan wink

penetrant inspectionsat the small defect sizes which are of interest in static

testing. For example, Fig. 6 shows the results of a conventionalmanual eddy

cux_ent inspection for axial cracks in two disk bolt holes. The figure shows the

eddy current scans of the circumferenceof the hole at nine equally ,paced loca-
,'r

tions through the hole. The _resence of a crack wou_ be indicated by rightward-

going peaks as seen in scan #5 of hole #5 and on this basis both holes wou_i be

J_ge_ to be cracked. In fact, wink penetrant inspectionshows hole #5 to contain

a very small crack r_l hole #9 to be uncracked.

Currently, P_gA is developing automated eddy current insp_tion techniques
T

for the evaluation of holes. One approach being used, shown in Fig. 7, places

the eddy current sensing _evice on the tip of a small rotating probe which is

': / automaticallyindexed through the hole. Inspection information is recorded on a

strip chart such that the results of each circumferentialscan sequectia_ fol-.

lows the previous one. The results of evaluations of holes 5 a_1 9 using t_As

automatic system are caaI_red with the manual scans an_ wink _enetrant results

• in Fig. 8. In the automatic system, the cir_umfere_ti_ scans are sI_ced 0.02"

a1_ a_ the presence of a e_ack is in_icated by an _ peak; the results of

the _ scans shown in Fig. 6 have been :_i_kedsequentiallyin Fig. 8 for coml_r_-

rive purl_ses.
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Figure 8 shows that unlike the manual inspection, the automatic inspection

properly distinguishesthe cracked hole from the uncracked one. In _ddition to

identifyingthe crack, the automatic insrection indicates that the crack has some

structureand that it has variable depth along its length. The use of other dis-

= plays and analysis techniques with automatic eddy current inspection, FiG. 9, will

eventually permit a quantitative detemination of crack length and depth, Pamething

which is not possible using wink penetrant inspection. Again, this example demon-

strates how the inspection sensitivity of a current inspection can be improved

using autcmatiantechniques.

COhEII_ION

Improvementin flight safety is a continuing goal and a key to establishing
1

flight safety is the reliable icspection of rotating cumponents for potential de-

fects. The dev_lopment of new automated and computer aided NDE techniqueswill

pel_nit in .uregsed flight safety margins by improving the reliability of already

reliable and effective "TE procedures.

_L
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_ Q UNCERTAINTY
PROBABILITY

DEFECTSIZE -

FigureL - Thedefectdistribution for typicalinspection. Thenoisedistribution
is lowat theinspectionthreshold,signifyinga practicalsignaltonoiseratioL
Ontheaveragethe inspection'hresholdhasthevalueindicated,howeverfor
a specificapplicationof theinspectiontheactualinspectionthresholdlies
somewherein thebandofinspectionuncertainty.

IVlal 0.06 to 0.08 '

Ultrasonic 0.06 to 0.07

Eddycurrent O.10 to O.12

_ FPI_ __0.14 to 0.16

_: Boeing- AFML Contract F33615-72-C-2202
r

FigureZ - Theresultsofthe measurementofminimumsizecracknearafillet
in a steelbarwith I1?probabilityd detectionat 95percentconfidence.The
cracklengthsaregivenin inches. It shouldbeemphasizedthat thesere-
sultsapplyonlyto thisspecialcaseandthatotherinspection1stemsin olt,er
applicationswill have(;;:ferentminimumdetectableflaws.
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Figure 3. - Theprobabilityofdetectionat95percentconfidencefor different
defectsizesfor a typicalNDEsystem.._,sthe inspectionuncertaintyis
reduced,the minimumreliablydetectabledefectdecreasesin size. and
the reliabilityofdetectionat agivensizeincreases.
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Figure4. - Theconlputerall ullmonicinspectionsystemfornear
netshapedisk.Thiss_temwillpermitmoresensitiveinspection
ofturbinedisksduringproduction.
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Figure5. - Asummaryplotofthenumberofindicationsvs indication
sizeforanultrasonicinspectionofadiskusinga computeraided
inspectionsystem.

- Scan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 "

Figure6. - Theresultsofa conventionalmanualeddycurrentinspection
d boltholes.Theeddycurrentscansthecircumferenced thehole
at0equallyspaced((11" apart)locations.Arkjhtwar_peakasin
scanno_5ofhole5indicatesacrack,Althoughtheresultsshow

' bethholestobecrackedonlyhole5 iscracked.
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Figure 7. - An Zplarztusfor aotomtiQIly eddycurrent scznni_ a h,._,.. Theeddy
current probernlzt_ while it r.ontinuo_iy inde_ into the hole. JJ

140105 Hole9

• _I Wink '-- "/ J_ lm lm--

I

.. .....,tutl,lllllih,,u,,,,...'"'" A_o " ......
,' lEG

Cracked Uncr_N;ked
0.005 inchesdram

Figure 8. - The ¢om_ris_ d the insl_lion d twoholes using mn_l
current wink I_netrant andautomti¢ eddycurrent tlchnklum. The
automaticcorrectly distinguishesbdmen the crar.IRdand uncraclml
hole. Thes_ns of figure b ha_ Iron linl_ for comparison.
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. , Figure9. - Atwodimensionalpresentationoftheresultsofan
automatededdycurrentinspection. ,.
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